Integrated Solutions

Advanced At Home Lecture Capture
Universities and professors are rapidly inventing new methods of
teaching from home. Certain subjects and teaching styles adapt
more easily to remote teaching than others, such as a chemistry lab,
medical training or an art project.

Create

Complex instruction may involve demonstrations or whiteboards
which are hard to capture through a webcam alone.
Panopto’s integrated solutions bring together low-cost, space
minimizing, and easy-to-use solutions to create a complete virtual
lecture hall from anywhere.
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Your Complete At Home Video Solution
Our technology and integration partners have developed hardware and software that integrates with Panopto.
With Panopto as your video management system, here are the key components you’ll need to assemble your
complete at home video solution.

Camera

Encoder

The Logitech Brio webcam delivers 4K UHD, 5X digital zoom, high frame rates
and multiple resolutions. Logitech’s RightLight™ 3 with HDR helps presenters
look their best in any illumination. Advanced Logitech optics deliver razor-sharp
video resolution with autofocus and multiple FOV options – 65°, 78°, and 90°.

The Epiphan Pearl Mini video production system records, streams and can
switch up to three full HD video inputs from HDMI, SDI, and USB sources. Easy to
setup and use, the Pearl Mini is ideal for home production and contains a built
in touch panel control system.

Panopto works with a number of industry leading AV partners, including these. See http://panopto.com/partners for more.

Panopto is the Easy To Use Platform For All Your Video Content
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Easy-to-use software for
Windows, Mac, and iOS.
Record anything from a
simple screencast to a
multi-camera event.

Live stream your
presentation at the click
of a button. Webcast to
ten people across town or
10,000 around the world.

Find any word spoken
or shown on-screen in
any video in your library.
Panopto’s search is the
industry’s best.

Manage and securely
share videos across your
organization. Centralize all
of your video assets in
a secure video library.

Panopto automatically
converts your existing video
files for playback on any
device and makes them
searchable.

Efficiently deliver video
across your network
and over the Internet
to viewers worldwide.

Try Panopto free in your organization.
Visit panopto.com/try to get started.

